Reconstructing the Holocene Geomagnetic Field M. Korte, C.G. Constable, F. Donadini, R. Holme April 1, 2011 Direct observations of Earth's magnetic field strength reveal a 10% decrease in dipole strength over the past 180 years, spurring discussions of whether we might be witnessing the early stage of a geomagnetic polarity reversal [e.g. 1, 2], and highlighting a need to improve reconstructions of longer term changes in the geodynamo [3] . Global geomagnetic field models spanning the past four hundred years [4] have provided a powerful tool for mapping evolving field structure at the surface of Earth's core, and are widely used for analyses of global and regional field variations. Such models have been extended to millennial time scales using global compilations of ancient field directions and intensity obtained from archaeological artifacts, lavas and sediments [see 5, for a recent review]. Despite resolution limitations, initial models CALS3K.1 and CALS7K.2 [6] , covering the past 3 ky and 7 ky respectively, have found widespread applications in investigations of regional motions in the core [e.g. 7, 8] , of the field variations known as archeomagnetic jerks [9] , in providing estimates of impact of geomagnetic shielding on cosmogenic isotope production [e.g. 10, 11] and for long term data assimilation in numerical geodynamo models [12] . Here we use a comprehensive new data compilation and recently refined modelling strategies [13] to produce CALS10k.1b, the first time-varying geomagnetic field model spanning 10 ky. We present a new record of geomagnetic dipole evolution and of changing Holocene magnetic field morphology at 1 the core-mantle boundary (CMB). CALS10k.1b is able to resolve mobile and structurally-evolving high latitude radial field flux lobes at the CMB in both hemispheres, as well as persistent non-zonal structure in the 10 ky average.
Procedures for constructing Continuous models based on Archeomagnetic and Lake Sediment data spanning the past x ky have been used in previous millennial scale models of the CALSxk type [13] , and are briefly outlined in the Methods section. The CALS10k.1b model and field prediction software is available from the EarthRef Digital Archive (http://earthref.org) under the direct link http://earthref.org/***. Animation of the radial field at the CMB and the field intensity at the Earth's surface are also available there and as supplemental material to this article. The archeomagnetic data set used for CALS10k.1b is a previously documented compilation [14] consisting of individual directional and absolute paleointensity data and associated age information, together with estimates of their uncertainties.
Sediments are represented by 75 distinct records, including calibrated relative intensity variations, and are a critical component for the extension to 10 ka. Fig. 1a shows sediment data coverage, and demonstrates key improvements over data used for the shorter CALS7K.2 model, which relied exclusively on archeomagnetic data for intensity controls and only drew on 42 sediment records of directions. The greatly improved data coverage particularly impacts South-East Asia, Scandinavia, North and South America, the Arctic, the Mediterranean, and parts of the southern hemisphere (mainly through the calibrated intensity information). Although the data distribution is dominated by northern hemisphere data, integrated data kernels for sampling of the field at the CMB by the individual components of the data set (Fig. 1b, c and supplementary Fig. A) show complete albeit somewhat variable global coverage. Temporal coverage is also variable, as seen in Fig. 2d , because of limited length of many sediment records with high enough temporal resolution. Fewer directional data are available for the time interval 10000 BC to 7000 BC.
Even more significant is a drop in relative intensity data prior to 7000 BC, with very little high-resolution information on field intensity available yet for earlier epochs. Thus even though data spanning the past 12 ky were used in constructing CALS10k.1b, we limit its validity to the past 10 ky. The archeomagnetic data included in the new model only play a 2 significant role for the time interval 0-4 ka due to their scarcity in earlier times. A variety of recent models, some providing higher spatial or temporal resolution, have focused on this shorter time-interval [15, 16, 17, 13] .
CALS10k.1b is generated using bootstrap averaging (see Methods), which takes account of age uncertainties in the observations and provides a robust but low temporal resolution dipole moment prediction ( Fig. 2 and supplemental data file). In common with previous lower resolution virtual axial dipole moment estimates and the CALS7K.2 model, CALS10k.1b predicts relatively high values during the most recent 3 millennia and lower values before. However, the transition to the recent higher dipole moment is more gradual, and the absolute value differs. Differences in dipole moment prediction are especially significant prior to 1000 BC, where CALS7K.2 results are consistently lower than the new estimate. The timing coincides with the drop in number of archeomagnetic data, which provided the only intensity and thus dipole strength constraints in the 7 ky model. Modelling tests have confirmed that too few intensity data relative to directional data lead to underestimates of dipole moment. The new CALS10k.1b prediction is considered much more reliable, due to the inclusion of calibrated sediment intensity data. Note, however, that some of the sediment intensity data appear inconsistent with one another, as relatively high misfit values remain between 2500 BC and 4000 BC (Fig. 2d ). Prior to 7000 BC, large misfits, a strongly increased bootstrap standard deviation, and the drop in number of data, particularly intensity, suggest that model predictions for the earliest millennium should still be viewed with some caution.
The one standard deviation uncertainty estimate for the dipole moment is about 7% on average and encompasses nearly all the faster variation predicted by the shorter but higher resolution CALS3k.3 [16] . Somewhat surprisingly the dipole moment predicted by a more recent bootstrap average 3 ky model, CALS3k.4b [13] (not shown here), lies near the lower uncertainty bound. This seems to be caused by differences (ranging from -26 to +13%) in iterative re-scaling of individual sediment records that merit further investigation in future work. Field intensity predictions from the two models at the Earth's surface are quite consistent in locations with good data coverage but do show significant differences in some The dipole co-latitude estimate for CALS10K.1b (Fig. 2b and e) is consistently less throughout the Holocene than for the present field. Although the present dipole tilt seems extraordinarily large, it does lie within error estimates (typically a couple of degrees) for earlier parts of the Holocene model. Previous paleofield models agree reasonably well on magnitude of tilt, but predict significantly different dipole longitudes between 5000 and 1000 BC (Fig. 2c) . This suggests that dipole longitude is quite sensitive to data distribution in the modelling, but the small error estimates obtained from the bootstraps indicate that the CALS10k.1b results should be robust. For much of the Holocene the geomagnetic axis was apparently located in the eastern hemisphere close to the geographic pole.
Ancient aurora sightings have previously been used for inference about past solarterrestrial interaction. In order to estimate the strength of the solar events causing mid to low latitude aurora, the regional magnetic shielding conditions have to be considered.
CALS10k.1b for the first time provides a consistent description of field strength and dipole tilt that allows to estimate the size and location of the auroral oval in the past. First order comparisons between dipole axis longitudes and aurora sightings at different times in Greece, Rome, the Middle East [18] and China [19] between the 7 th century BC and 1000 AD indicate some agreement between favourable shielding conditions and aurora sightings and invite further studies.
Almost hemispherically symmetric locations of intense magnetic flux concentrations at the core-mantle boundary (CMB) have been observed in time-averages of the historical [20] and paleomagnetic field [21, 22] . Their persistence or variability on a range of time scales is considered highly significant for a better understanding of the geodynamo processes and the influence of mantle heterogeneities [e.g. 23] in the form of thermal [24] or possibly electromagnetic [25] core-mantle coupling. Earlier millennial scale models provided tantalising, but inconclusive, results about the behaviour of high-latitude flux patches, especially in the southern hemisphere where data coverage was limited [26, 6] . A recent study revealed that although distinct southern hemisphere flux patches do not appear in The lifetime of the highest intensity patches in the CALS10k.1b model is typically about a thousand years throughout the Holocene. This is in general agreement with a recent study carried out on the 3 ky model CALS3k.3 [28] . However, the higher resolution CALS3k.3 displays additional patches of significantly shorter duration compared to the more conservative 10 ky reconstruction. Times of rather symmetric northern and southern flux concentrations (e.g. around 5700 BC or 1000 BC) alternate with times of clear asymmetries (e.g. around 7300 BC or 1000 AD). The occurrence of these strong asymmetries may support core mechanisms seen in the simulations by [23] . Vigorous convection causes significant oscillations, including the disappearance and reappearance, of flux patches about preferred locations prescribed by heat flux boundary conditions, and occasional strong drifting of patches caused by azimuthal propagation of fluid down-welling structures.
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The averaged radial 10 ka magnetic field in Fig. 3 shows an additional striking feature apart from the high latitude flux patches, namely a significant undulation of the magnetic equator in the Indonesian/Australian region. Although not quite symmetric, the feature bears some resemblance to paired equatorial flux lobes observed in the recent and historical field [29] . It is the main cause of the large inclination anomalies in the Pacific and Indian oceans and surprisingly stationary from 8000 BC to about 1000 AD, mainly varying in flux intensity while the surrounding field morphology changes much more. This clearly distinguishes the feature from historical equatorial patches, which tend to show westward drift, like one particularly strong Indian Ocean patch from 1600 AD to 1990 AD [4] (which can also be seen in the CALS10k.1b animation due to the forced agreement with the gufm1 historical model towards the end). Between 1100 AD and 1500 AD, when the Indian
Ocean patch starts to appear, the area is devoid of strong flux concentrations. Much of the time, the southern hemisphere patch under the Pacific is stronger than the northern hemisphere counterpart. Some caution seems advisable in interpreting these structures, because the surface inclination anomalies are very large beyond regions with good data coverage. Despite good overall coverage of the equatorial CMB region (Fig. 1c) intensity data contribute relatively little to the equatorial sampling (Fig. 1b) except in the area under discussion. A similar feature, however, is observed in 5 My averages of the paleomagnetic field [21, 22] but with the southern hemisphere high intensity patch to the west of the northern hemisphere one. The western part of the feature also coincides with one of two regions where clusters of virtual geomagnetic poles (VGP) were found in transitional field lava data and is located within the preferred VGP paths for reversals [30] , indicating that this might indeed be a special area in terms of field configuration and deep Earth dynamics.
We have presented the first continuous reconstruction of the Holocene geomagnetic field, allowing field predictions for any location on Earth between 8000 BC and 1990 AD. 1 Methods
Calibration of relative intensity data
Relative intensity variations derived from sediment records have to be calibrated to absolute values before being included in the modelling. Each record is scaled by an independent constant factor based on a robust estimate of the ratio of the data to CALS3k.3 intensity predictions at the same location. A first model was generated and the relative intensity records were iteratively re-calibrated by comparison of the data to the new model until convergence was reached [see 13 , for details].
Regularised, continuous spherical harmonic model
The CALS10k.1b model is based on continuous magnetic field modelling techniques optimised for mapping the main field at the core-mantle boundary as pioneered by [31] and adapted for archeo-and paleomagnetic application by [6, 16, 13] , where details of the method are described. The scalar magnetic potential field is expanded in spherical harmonics up to degree and order 10 in space, and in cubic B-splines with a knot-point spacing of 40 years in time and an iterative linearised fit to the data is performed. The inhomogeneity of the data set required partial steps to be taken to ensure that the algorithm converges.
Physically motivated regularisations in time and space are used to find the simplest model all other components [16, 13] . This leads to a significant increase in temporal and spatial complexity of the model for those epochs. The model parameters extend to 10000 B.C., but given the significant drop in number of intensity data prior to 8000 B.C. the validity of the model is limited to the past 10 ky.
Bootstrap average model
Data and dating uncertainties are especially significant in magnetic sediment records.
The misfit is weighted by the data uncertainties, but the temporal uncertainties cannot be satisfactorily taken into account in the inversion. A relatively high resolution model (CALS10k.1) can be obtained by an inversion of the data set with what appear to be reasonable damping parameters by comparison of main field and secular variation power spectra [16] . Given the large uncertainties in data and dating, the presented model, CALS10k.1b, is an average of 2000 bootstraps on the data, preserving only robust field structure. For each of the bootstrap samples first the data are sampled from two normal distributions, one centred on the value of the magnetic component with a standard deviation corresponding to the data uncertainty estimate, and the other centred on age estimate using the respective standard error. Additionally, bootstraps on these modified data sets are performed, keeping the number of sediment records and archeomagnetic locations fixed and drawing uniformly randomly distributed records and data, respectively. Details of the method are described by [16] . CALS10k.1b is a rather conservative field reconstruction maintaining only the most robust spatial and temporal field characteristics and providing realistic uncertainty estimates.
